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Russia,

You may NOT vote for Mikhail Prokhorov!

Prokhorov is far too much a robot to become a polit ical leader.

He wants the international Criminal Court in NL  to  stay a Hitlercourt that
causes wars in the Middle-East, Africa Afghan & Eur ope.

Prokhorov wants to be friends with EU-politicians,
while he knows 'that these politicians break down EU,
only ...   to keep themselves above the law....'.

I have warned the FBI, because Mikhail Prokhorov ma kes warvictims
- and other lawless persons in Europe, like me - ve ry angry!

He operates like an indiferrent parasite = he sucks the live out of people
 he can use for his comfortable world...  and he lookes away when he
is confronted with pain he causes in a human body.

He's not human & skilled enough to respect the personality & feelings of lawless- people.

Let him build his New Political Party ...first...
so he can prove
'that he's a human being  with respect & intelligen ce for other human
beings'.

I don't want to marry him when he behaves like a Ma laria-Mosquito-Playboy.

I don't want to become First Lady at the Kremlin ne xt to a monster who lies about justice for the peop le.

He has a very long path to walk... .

.

Desiree
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Konstantin Sotin, Khodorkovsky center,

There will be a civil war in Russia, very soon.

Especially when Ukraine put pressure on Putin.

Mikhail Prokhorov lies about it.

I have to put Medvedev & Putin in ICC-prison for th e fact that they want ICC to be a Hitlercourt
that gives presidents the freedom to have civilians  tortured & killed by ICC-employees...
and to keep EU-leaders above the law.

I am a Dutch woman who is being tortured by NL Dutc h supreme court, NL-politicians &
ICC-employees.
with the approval of the EU & UN.

I am the first NL-woman who started in ICC-case agi anst NL & EU-leaders.

I have instructed Mikhail Prokhorov on 'how to beha ve & work in order to
anticipate on the outbreak of a civil war in RU'.

I told him:
 - how to tell the people the truth
- how to build his website
- how to relate to me for peace

He is a blood-sucker, who doesn't want to anticipat e on a civil war in EU & RU.

Even Medvedev & Putin don't treat me as badly as Pr okhorov does.

They know that I put them in ICC-prison for reasons  of Peace, but they do take my advises
about the approaching war for EU & RU seriously.

And they refuse to participate in NATO-wars againt the Middle-east & Arab-world.

Because of the way ICC operates, we have the Middle -East & Arab wars.

Terrorists will attack EU & RU, when the economical  crisis deepens... and when PVV GeertWilders
becomes more powerful in NL... and in warzone....ag ainst immigrants.

Mikhail Prokhorov is extremely crude!
I know he's half a robot, but that doesn't give him  the right to have people sacrifice their lives for  him.

He lies... and he doesn't want to bring Social Inte lligence & Justice to the RU-people.
He's ruder & cruder than Putin is.

Desiree
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Mikhail,

http://www.en.rian.ru/russia/20120229/171600655.html

You are insane!

And you are a big liar = you don't tell the people about ICC.

Iran & Syria are NOT Russia's enemy.

Europe is Russia's enemy.

Desiree

Vladimir Zhirinovsky = right as it comes to 'close ties with former Sovjet-states'.

Mikhail,

Its a very simple job for you to stop the EU-econom ical disaster Iran cultivates.

The only thing you need to do is explain the Russia n people
'that there is  an ICC-lawcase against Medvedev & P utin & Obama & Clinton & NL ... and that Iran is
aware of this'.

And ... 'that Iran can also turn to the Internation al Court of Justice & ICC to stop the EU & UN & USA
sanctions,
because ICC hides an lawcase against NL'.

This is a very simple task!

Why do you prefer a civil war based on EU-lies & poverty  - that will also be distributed to Russia -
above this simple media-statement?

Why haven't you given the people the Arbitrator-court... as I instructed you?
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When you would have worked as I instructed, you would now have Giga-power for peace-making.
 

You know, Mikhail... becomming a Kremlin-president comes with ...
... responsibilities for Peace.... 

desiree
www.desireestokkel.nl

Gennady Zyuganov,  Vladimir Zhirinovsky,                                                                                        WCIOM,

You don't recognize the fact that there is an lawcase against Medvedev & Putin within the International Criminal Court.

This proves that you don't want to be president at the Kremlin.

Its a simple job if you really want to become President = you tell the Russian-people this truth.

When something happens - and Putin withdraws - this can make you President.
Russia can slide into riots or a civil war on 4 February2012
Therefore, you need to be aware of the legal construction I will start against you.

I will give you the file of the ICC-lawcase by mail at the Kremlin.

Than I will give you 12 weeks to recognize this lawcase,and to  inform the RU-people.
If you refuse to do so, I shall also start an ICC-lawcase against you - for keeping ICC a Hitlercourt -
and put you in ICC-prison for crimes against humanity, possible thanks to the Torture-treaty.

In that scenario you prove to misuse ICC as a murderweapon.

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl

 
______________________________________________________________________________________________

BRICS, Buckingham palace, North-Korea, Secret Servi ces,   IAEA, NCVO,   NLF-readers, Mikhail Prokhorov,

Earth is at the End of Trust.
Syria can fall into a Civil-war any moment... and t ake the whole region down.

You - presidents & politicians - rather keep up the lies about the International Criminal Court,
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than that you anticipate on the outbreak of war.

Russia is a key-actor in this.
Medvedev & Putin can stop all the Middle-East war today.
By explaining 'why RU started an ICC-case against Georgia + why I started an ICC-case against Medvedev & Putin,
Obama & Clinton..etc.. '.

You - Presidents - want to misuse ICC to generate & discribute war on Earth.

EU-economy goes down because of it.

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl

when you don't want to receive my emails inform me on d.e.stokkel@online.nl
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